
Castle Super Beast 051: The Hustlecast

Childhood lessons in street economics, Rocket League, My Hero Acadamia and Iceborne. You can
watch us record the podcast live on twitch.tv/castlesuperbeast

0:00 THEME OF SLAYER: KOREAN

0:34 Welcome to the Castle Super Delivery cast~~! Tipping your Grocery delivery person

- 1:35 pat as a food delivery person

- 2:15 Woolie’s old thoughts that the food delivery was for old or disabled people

- 3:53 Priority for internet deliveries is the lowest, but pat says with tips they might show up
more often, and the bell curve for tips

- 5:45 helping old ladies

- 7:12 but what if someone gets in on your hustle like that basketball team here to help bag?
What if you cant get that quarter out of their old lady? The problems with sudden free labor

- - 11:24 Pat HATES Doctors without Borders, doctor volunteers

- - - 12:44 MIRA dogs

- - 13:06 Pat has a DEGREE, needing to go back to class on a technicality

- - - 15:04 Woolie’s college classes, cultural geography

- - - - 16:28 Pat’s economic class, unintelligible accents and soulless teachers

- - - - 18:38 woolie’s science fiction and fantasy class got canceled, margaret atwood

- - - - 19:54 pat’s highschool typing class

- - - - 21:57 Tenures are beyond hulk buster tier, and teaching is hard

- - - - 23:15 Woolie’s experience in the teacher’s lounge

- - - - - 26:26 taking a stand against the 5$ a week



- - - - - - 28:28 trading in games and trying to make money, shoveling snow and picking
dandelions for dimes

- - - - - - 31:06 not paying kids minimum wage, and pat’s most lucrative job of lending out copies
of starcraft and FF9

- - - - - - 33:02 Woolie’s hustle: selling cola out of a locker, setting up tabs

- - - - - - - 35:08 crappy locks getting in the way of woolie’s hustle, and other crappy locks

- - - - - - - 37:56 cameras in high schools never used, only ever used in very certain scenarios

- - - - - - - - 39:39 pat’s DS getting stolen, security being no help

- - - - - - - - 41:18 Pat finds shotgun shells

- - - - - - - - 42:46 woolie’s brother meets a guard, PMC behavior

- - - - - - - - 45:13 Only hustle if you want money, and woolie replaced his locker lock

- - - - - - - - 47:18 getting a rival on a hustle, having the superior logistical advantages

- - - - - - - - 50:52 pat’s starcraft hustle, and renting games

- - - - - - - - - 52:54 Video game shop hustles

- - - - - - - - - 56:16 just pay someone else to pick those dandelions

- 56:47 is there a hustle in the uber eats food stealing biz?

- - 58:37 girlfriend taking food off your plate

- - 59:40 indian delivery guy eating delivery food

- - - 1:01:00 delivery guy slapping the sticker on the door

- - - - 1:03:52 delivery guys not being able to meet quotas, and wholesome delivery videos

- - - - 1:05:14 corporate cynicism, donate money for a tax right-off

- - - - 1:06:36 canadian tire money is worthless, and UPS guy caught in a crossfire

- 1:07:40 Pat offers woolie a coke



- - 1:08:16 Selling adderall during exam period

- - 1:08:54 The copy doctor, copying textbooks

- - 1:11:12 Making money off textbooks, and why do textbooks cost so much?! Also, specific
tools for specific classes like an airbrush

- - 1:14:06 Favorite hustle? Pats favorite: Disney world Handicap access hustle

- - - 1:15:47 woolie’s favorite hustle result: swapping price stickers on toys

- - - 1:17:34 The difference between a hustle and a scam

- - - 1:18:51 eating food items, someone always there watching you in case you steal
something

- - - 1:21:24 ten cent bag paradigm shift

- - 1:23:26 change for a $20?

- - - 1:25:33 getting american change, and japanese coins

- - - 1:27:49 This is a video game podcast, and yes, these are some timestamps

1:28:32 Heres pat and woolie!

WEEK OF THE BEAST LORDS

PAT

1:28:52 Pat had a week. Be prepared for felines.

1:29:25 Monster Hunter World Iceborne on release was completely and utterly fucked, his
backup battery overloaded from playing this game

- 1:31:03 the reasons why this is happening: Part 1 The anti cheat and windows defender
scanning all the files at once

- 1:32:32 Part 2 Home server ping is on, probably wrong build got pushed out

- 1:35:50 if you havent played monster hunter world in a while and dont have a certain patch, it
will kill your cloud save



- 1:37:30 PC devs working on other games, not monster hunter world

- 1:38:55 Pat can play and ignore the problems, but still feels bad for people with crappier PCs.
also, the anti cheat already got worked around

- 1:39:47 does anti-cheat work for anyone?

- 1:40:47 Do you stop and wait? Pat says just get a refund

1:41:48 After the engoodening of no mans sky, pat plays no mans sky. Says its been improved.
Its not the outer wilds though

- 1:43:31 Pats old save was unusable, new save turned out to be an enjoyable experience.
Named a planet, goes over various improvements

- 1:44:57 the engoodening of no mans sky

1:46:28 Cats, seeing it unpatched. A nightmarish eldritch nightmare of CGI

- 1:49:02 The musical, cats, sucks.

- 1:49:27 pat seeing a high person watch cats, watching it high is terrifying

- 1:50:31 Judi dench’s giant eye catching wedding ring, the flesh peeling is weird

- 1:51:20 Fuzzy naked idris elba

- 1:54:11 Taylor swift cost too much, and this will live on in infamy. This movie almost killed Pat
because a cat flew into the sun

- 1:56:55 Lots of big names attached

- 1:58:26 worse than the last air bender, watch it for how bad it is, would have been better to
tape a stage play

- 1:59:53 Why did the actors not use their clout to delay the movie?

2:01:33 Thunder cats go roar, the script itself feels written in an afternoon and production feels
at an absolute minimum

- 2:03:02 the absolute minimum amount of effort put in on animation, comparison to other
shows



- 2:05:19 not available in canada, cartoon network put the first season on the app and canceled
a second season

- 2:07:50 why defend this?

- 2:08:48 pat wants to see the final episode to check the animation, and worst last episodes

2:09:56 Pat had a court appearance, pat once again makes fun of ye olde court robes

- 2:11:26 pat gets a reimbursement in cash

- 2:13:03 pat says lawyers talks like aliens

2:13:51 On podcast delays, why they tend to happen on Wednesdays sometimes

- 2:16:38 who would have thought pat and woolie could fuck up?

- 2:17:32 woolie’s going to frosty faustings, and after that, schedule should be back to normal

- 2:18:59 pat goes to take a piss, in the meantime, if there’s a delay, go check woolie’s twitter
for news!

- 2:20:30 woolie is thinking about checking out combo breaker

2:21:38 Go check out pat over at angriestpat on twitch! He’s playing code veronia

WOOLIE

2:22:32 played some death stranding, really enjoying the truckin’ aspect and building up
infrastructure

2:24:15 Cracked open a game of rocket league, the first hour just trying to get to the ball, the
skill ceiling in space.

- 2:27:52 played some training and 1v1 with reggie. By the end of the session, woolie had a
game plan

- 2:30:33 Seeing how much effort you have to put in individually and as a team

- 2:31:59 Athletes are thinking a lot for their plays



- - 2:33:04 the physics of baseball and micro adjusting to hit the ball, the need for athletes to be
able to do certain actions without thinking

- 2:35:33 end of buzzer shots in rocket league

- 2:36:31 Woolie is planning on more games of rocket league

- 2:37:36 Teppen book theory vs. active reflex plays

2:39:36 Salt party, played duck game, ultimate chicken horse, and speedrunners. The genre of
speed platform games

- 2:41:30 the gameplay loop of speedrunners

2:43:12 My hero academia has one of those episodes, he caught up to the current episode

- 2:44:25 Going from step one to step ten, le million and his power

- 2:46:08 Woolie wanting to see a single power taken to its limit (given recent developments in
MHA, may or may not be what woolie would want to see)

- - 2:47:47 the idea of mineta existing to be killed off

- 2:48:45 pat clicking on links for new powers in new chapters, and seeing new villains

- 2:50:17 seeing who’s popular

- 2:50:55 passing of the torch and pulling the heartstrings with all might

- 2:52:11 shout out to better choji, fat gum

- 2:52:39 pop offs occuring, seeing a lot of shots reminiscent of one punch man, and adult
voice coming in more often

- 2:55:56 Watching time pass, like iron fist chimney’s spine aging and vagabond

- 2:57:06 the music is really good, giving a song lyrics

2:58:08 Go check out woolie over on woolieversus on twitch and youtube! A new episode of
woolie will figure it out coming soon

2:59:29 now is it time for news?



3:00:05 getting off topic about sponsors to talk about not getting all emails read, and fellow bad
email writers, what would you call the beast lords?

3:02:40 SPONSOR: MANSCAPED

3:06:05 SPONSOR 2: DOORDASH

3:08:21 SPONSOR 3: AWAY

NEWS

3:11:24 FF7 remake delayed 1 month, putting it next to RE3 and cyberpunk pat has a stream
schedule, you know? Why cant publishers work around his gravitational pull?

- 3:14:10 woolie is fine with a delay in a vacuum outside other game releases. And what one
extra month means in terms of release, just bug fixes and extra polish

3:16:38 the nemesis trailer came out for RE3 remake, what changes will happen with nemesis

- 3:18:58 a lot of enemies in RE3, so a lot of ammo. Probably going to be a dodge and
acrobatic stuff in other games

- 3:20:43 actual alive people around and dealing with large crowds of enemies

- 3:21:37 RE3’s random elements

- 3:22:34 This remake looks like it’ll be longer with more stuff, meeting more people

- 3:23:55 Helicopters in horror movies and getting to the helicopter in RE3

- 3:2502 introducing hunters

3:25:40 Marvels avengers pushed back to fall, possibly for next gen

- 3:26:33 pat not interested in games as a service games

3:26:58 Sony once again avoids E3, possibly because of falling out with the ESA

- 3:27:54 capcpom presents: meganman 0 revalaitons. capcom’s spelling mistakes

3:29:16 sega ages presents sonic the hedgehog 2 ft. knuckles port



- 3:30:22 insanely cool gimmicks like getting new characters, EAs controller ports in the
cartridge

- 3:31:57 Scannerz, and pats reason for not liking monster rancher

3:33:30 Sakurai has an announcement for the 5th DLC character, beast lords push Dante
because of tweets from DMC related twitters.

- 3:35:28 chances of sora

- 3:36:13 capcom and square reps

- 3:36:51 Geno 3. Also, if theres no dante, dont be dissapointed. Dante being overwhelming in
a fighting game

- 3:39:18 whats dante’s crash in to the game script? And what stage would it be?

- 3:40:23 What pat expects: 2 characters to be revealed. Also, instead of mii costumes, would
stages be okay?

- 3:41:36 an idea of what a cinematic of 2 characters would be, brings up doom guy and geno

- 3:42:41 A bloodless doomguy, the chances of western characters in a game

- 3:45:32 Pat sets an alarm for the announcement

3:45:54 the morbius trailer, the changes make him more terrifying

- 3:47:16 This seems to be canon to the MCU

- 3:49:16 chances of this being non-reciprocal?

- - 3:50:16 Levar burton trying to get shatner's attention

- - 3:51:32 sony walks into a frat party, denying the existence

- - 3:52:42 patton oswald connects it all, and sora in smash

3:53:48 Street Fighter 5 netcode fix, the idea of DNI: did not invent

- 3:56:23 an explanation of the fix, and why SFV’s rollback is terrible

- 3:59:07 rollback is low list issue, and japan just not feeling the issue



- 4:01:55 fromsoftware being completely out of touch with online

- 4:03:18 Woolie says if he saw the QA excel sheet he could recreate the dev history on this
based on his own QA history, japanese devs just refusing to improve

- 4:06:00 the idea of the championship edition of SFV patching this ability to fix the netcode out,
and the thought of what is going on internally

- 4:11:29 pat wants to talk to the system engineer, and pat ready to get angry at fighting games

EMAILS

4:13:07 Emails! Send your emails to castlesuperbeastmail@gmail.com!

4:13:51 On censorship in video games, why should one care if the original vision isn't kept?

- 4:42:32 how old is too old for breastfeeding? And words to reference boobs

- 4:46:50 what a wonderfully disgusting podcast

- 4:48:14 small things that make you feel like you’re going to throw up

4:49:36 a correction for godzilla mayor ebert not a case of bribery

4:51:16 future trunks being basically a time traveling mary sue, and characters you should hate
on paper but you find yourself liking in execution?

4:54:56 podcast over, having the podcast next wednesday~!

4:55:15 END OF PODCAST: K O W A S H I T A I/Tokyo Mirage Sessions - Reincarnation

mailto:castlesuperbeastmail@gmail.com

